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Our purpose is to share stories and experiences about staff and students, letting parents and caregivers know
what is taking place at CCS! Do you have suggestions for what you would like to see covered in this publication?

Email us at info@calgarychristianschool.com
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FACILITY FIXES

Introducing:
CCS welcomes Jacqueline
Robinson to our secondary
campus teaching Grade 8

Humanities. She's got a
favourite pastime that isn't

for everyone; find it, and
much more, about Mrs.

Robinson, here. COOKING CCSCOOKING CCS

Society staff member, and
alum, Nicole Zwart, shares
a remixed recipe of an old

family favourite. 

Congrats!

View a gallery of art produced by
Calgary Christian School artists this
fall at both the Elementary and
Secondary campuses. Thank you
for sharing your gifts, students!  

Love Stories

Some happy stories of recent
blessings to CCS teachers. Read

about four new family members and
you really won't want to miss the

sweet photos! 

Sending gratitude..
CCS Elementary students
are Community Builders!

They took on a
meaningful task this

month, writing uplifting
and grateful cards to
Calgary healthcare

workers. Take a look at
their thoughtful words. 

Orange Shirt Day and the
National Day for Truth and

Reconciliation were observed
by both campuses in a variety

of ways. From Pastor Layne: "As
a Christian school, committed
to Jesus' way of reconciliation,

we are invited to do the hard
work of evaluating our past

honestly, and admitting where
our country has

misrepresented Jesus to our
Indigenous siblings. We do this

without fear, knowing that
Jesus' grace empowers both

truth and reconciliation." 
Click here for more.

Kicking off our Secondary renovation and
expansion project, a state-of-the-art science lab is
under construction now. Sneak a peek inside and

learn more about the space.

The Elementary campus is also undergoing some
important upgrades. A new HVAC system is being

installed and drainage to the 300 wing is being
replaced. See the hard work in action. 
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